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Choroidal melanoma (CM), despite its rarity, is the most frequent intraocular malignancy. Over time, several histological

variants of CM have been distinguished, including spindle A and B cell, fascicular, epithelioid and necrotic type. However,

they have been progressively abandoned as having no prognostic value and currently, the American Joint Committee of

Cancer (AJCC) classification identifies three CM cell types: spindle, epithelioid and mixed cell type. Other rare histological

variants of CM include: (i) diffuse melanoma; (ii) clear cell; and (iii) balloon cell melanoma. Immunohistochemically, CMs

are stained with Human Melanoma Black 45 (HMB45) antigen, S-100 protein, Melan-A (also known as melanoma antigen

recognized by T cells 1/MART-1), melanocyte inducing transcription factor (MITF), tyrosinase, vimentin, and Sex

determining region Y-Box 10 (SOX10). Several genetic and histopathological prognostic factors of CM have been reported

in the literature, including epithelioid cell type, TNM staging, extraocular extension, monosomy 3 and 6p gain and loss of

BAP-1 gene. The aim of this review was to summarize the histopathological, immunohistochemical and genetic features

of CM, establishing “the state of the art” and providing colleagues with practical tools to promptly deal with patients

affected by this rare malignant neoplasm.
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1. Introduction

Despite being generally considered a rare neoplasm, uveal melanoma (UM) represents the most common primary ocular

malignant lesion in adults . Regarding its anatomical location, UM more frequently affects the choroid, then the ciliary

bodies and finally the iris . Iris melanomas often have a better outcome than those affecting choroid or ciliary body,

probably because iris melanomas are often visible from the outside of the eye and therefore early diagnosed. Since the

choroid is the most common site of onset, herein we will use the term “choroidal melanoma” (CM) to indicate the entire

spectrum of melanomas arising from the uveal tract. The incidence of CM is 200 times higher in Caucasians and

Fitzpatrick phototypes I-II, than in the black population . The following risk factors have traditionally been

associated with a higher occurrence of CM: (i) presence of choroidal nevus, (ii) cutaneous dysplastic nevus syndrome, (iii)

oculo-dermal melanocytosis (Ota nevus), and (iv) type 1 neurofibromatosis (NF-1). Although CM often remains clinically

non-symptomatic for years, sudden retinal detachment frequently represents the presentation form of the tumor . CM

is characterized by poor prognosis with distant metastases (liver is the most affected site) occurring in about 50% of

patients within 10–15 years from diagnosis .

2. Eye Anatomy

The human eye is composed of two connected portions: the anterior segment and the posterior segment. The former is

composed of the cornea, iris and lens; the latter consists of the vitreous, retina, choroid, ciliary bodies and sclera. Normal

ocular histology identifies three concentric layers:

 

the outer layer (sclera and cornea): the sclera is a fibrous connective tissue mainly composed of non-parallel-oriented,

dense type 1 collagen fibers; the cornea consists of type I collagen fibers oriented in parallel and lined by a non-

keratinized, stratified squamous epithelium.

the uveal tract (choroid, iris and ciliary bodies): the choroid is made up of a dense network of blood vessels, embedded

in loose connective tissue. The iris is composed of connective fibrovascular tissue, into which the sphincter and dilator

pupillae muscles are inserted, and lined by a pigmented epithelium. Ciliary bodies separate the vitreous from the

remaining posterior segment structures and are composed of the ciliary muscle that regulates the accommodation of

the lens, and the ciliary epithelium, that produces aqueous humor.
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(iii).the inner layer (lens, vitreous and retina): the retina constitutes the intraocular nervous tissue, consisting of multiple

layers (retinal pigment epithelium, outer limiting membrane, outer nuclear layer, outer plexiform layer, inner nuclear

layer, inner plexiform layer, ganglion cell layer, nerve fiber layer and internal limiting membrane).

 

Anatomically, the ophthalmic artery (a branch of the internal carotid) represents the main ocular source of arterial blood.

Multiple arterial branches arise from the ophthalmic artery to supply different ocular portions: dorsal nasal (the

nasolacrimal sac and the dorsum of the nose), central retinal artery (optic nerve and inner layers of the retina), muscular

artery (extraocular muscles, ciliary plexus and conjunctiva), ciliary arteries (sclera, choroid and anterior segment of the

eye), lacrimal artery (lacrimal gland and eyelids) and supraorbital artery (in its intraocular tract, superior rectus and levator

palpebrae superioris muscles).

3. Histopathological Features

Grossly, an enucleated eye shows the presence of a frequently pigmented, dome- or mushroom-shaped, mass protruding

into the posterior segment (Figure 1). Hemorrhages, signs of extrascleral invasion and secondary retinal detachment may

be identified in some cases. In 1931 Callender  proposed the first classification of CM identifying six types of melanoma

based on their cellular composition and included: (1) spindle A, (2) spindle B, (3) fascicular, (4) mixed, (5) epithelioid, and

(6) necrotic. In this classification, (1) spindle A cells are fusiform, cohesive and have a slender nucleus with fine nuclear

chromatin, a small or indistinct basophilic nucleolus and have a longitudinal fold in the nucleus related to invagination of

the nuclear membrane; (2) spindle B cells are fusiform cohesive and have plumper spindle or cigar-like nuclei, coarser

chromatin, and a more prominent basophilic or eosinophilic nucleolus; (3) fascicular choroidal melanomas have a

histopathological pattern reminiscent of schwannoma and therefore characterized by nuclei arranged in columns

perpendicular to a central vessel or spindle cells arranged in bundles with palisading of nuclei; (4) the mixed type is

composed of spindle cells and epithelioid cells that are non-cohesive, larger, polygonal cells with an abundant, glassy

cytoplasm, distinct cell border and large, round nucleus with marginated coarse chromatin; (5) melanomas composed

exclusively of the previously described epithelioid cells and (6) the last group is composed of tumors too necrotic to be

classified. In this first classification, patients with mixed, epithelioid and necrotic choroidal melanomas have a much worse

prognosis than those with tumors of the spindle A, spindle B or fascicular types . However, this first classification was

difficult to interpret and apply by pathologists that requested a more reproducible classification with objective criteria.

Considering this, it was decided to eliminate the division of spindle cell tumors into type A and type B because tumors are

usually composed of a mixture of these two cell types and, more important, no differences in prognosis were observed.

CMs originally reported as fascicular were reclassified as spindle-cell type or mixed-cell type . It was also decided to

include a smaller type of epithelioid cells with less cytoplasm and a small nucleus than the classical epithelioid cell

described by Callender . These small epithelioid cells have large eosinophilic nucleoli and lack cohesiveness as classical

epithelioid cells and have a worse prognosis. Currently, the American Joint Committee of Cancer (AJCC) classification

recognizes three cell types: (i) spindle cell (usually composed of an admixture of spindle A and spindle B cells) (Figure 2);

(ii) epithelioid cell (Figure 3); and (iii) mixed cell type (Figure 4). According to this classification, spindle cell melanoma is

composed of spindle cells in ≥90% of the tumor, and epithelioid cell melanoma is composed of epithelioid cells in ≥90% of

the tumor; all other tumors are mixed cell melanomas. Other rare variants of choroidal melanomas include: (1) diffuse

melanoma characterized by the involvement of at least one-quarter of the uveal tract ; (2) clear cell melanoma composed

of tumor cells with oval, centrally located nuclei and clear cell cytoplasm due to the dissolution of glycogen granules

during fixation ; (3) balloon cell melanoma characterized of cells with abundant cytoplasm containing multiple vacuoles

that stain for lipids . The pigmentation of CMs usually varies from heavily pigmented to amelanotic cases. Lymphocytic

infiltration in CMs is not as frequent as in cutaneous melanoma and two types of infiltration, patchy or diffuse, are

reported  (Figure 5). As reported in the literature , lymphocytic infiltration is usually associated with a better prognosis

in many cancer types, such as cutaneous melanoma, nonsmall cell lung cancer, and breast cancer. However, in CMs the

inflammation is associated with a worse prognosis and is frequently related to loss of chromosome 3 . Folberg

reported a prognostic vascular classification according to histological features. At Periodic Acid Schiff (PAS) stained

sections nine vascular patterns were observed: (1) normal choroidal vessels, (2) no tumor vessels, (3) straight vessels, (4)

parallel vessels, (5) parallel vessel with cross-linking, 6) arcs or incomplete loops, (7) arcs with branching, (8) complete

loops, and (9) networks of three or more back-to-back closed loops. According to this study, the presence of at least one

closed vascular loop in a CM in association with epithelioid cells and mitotic figures is the most significant vascular pattern

associated with death from metastatic melanoma after enucleation.
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Figure 1. Grossly, Choroidal melanoma (CM) appears on the cut section as a dome-shaped pigmented mass protruding

into the posterior segment of the eye.

Figure 2. High magnification showing spindle cell type, pigmented, choroidal melanoma, composed of a mixture of

spindle A and B cells (hematoxylin and eosin; original magnification 200×).

Figure 3. High magnification showing epithelioid cell type, poorly pigmented, choroidal melanoma, composed of polygonal

cells with abundant, eosinophilic cytoplasm, distinct cell borders and large nuclei with conspicuous nucleoli (hematoxylin

and eosin; original magnification 200×).



Figure 4. High magnification showing mixed cell type choroidal melanoma, composed of both epithelioid and spindle cells

(hematoxylin and eosin; original magnification 200×).

Figure 5. Intermediate magnification showing epithelioid cell type choroidal melanoma with sparse chronic lymphocytic

infiltrates (arrows) intermingled to neoplastic cells (hematoxylin and eosin; original magnification 100×).

4. Immunohistochemical Features

CMs are positive for Human Melanoma Black 45 (HMB45) antigen, S-100 protein, Melan-A (also known as melanoma

antigen recognized by T cells 1/MART-1), melanocyte inducing transcription factor (MITF), tyrosinase, vimentin, and Sex

determining Region Y-Box 10 (SOX10) . Differently to the strong labeling of cutaneous melanoma, S100 is frequently

weak and variable in CM. HMB45 antigen, tyrosinase, Melan-A, SOX10 and MITF are better immunomarkers for CM

considering the strong positivity in all histologic types . Particularly, SOX10 is a nuclear transcription factor with crucial

functions in the specification of the neural crest and maintenance of Schwann cells and melanocytes . It is usually

immunoexpressed at the nuclear level in melanocytes and breast myoepithelial cells and is currently used in the

histopathologic diagnosis of many neoplasms, being diffusely positive in breast basal-like (triple-negative) carcinomas,

melanomas and soft tissue tumors of neural crest origin, including malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor . SOX10

represents the most specific melanoma cell marker, being also expressed in those histotypes characterized by loss of

immunohistochemical expression of other melanoma cell markers, such as cutaneous desmoplastic melanoma .

5. Genetic Profile

Mutation analysis allowed the identification of two mutually exclusive driver mutations in Guanine nucleotide-binding

protein G, q polypeptide (GNAQ) (~55%) or Guanine nucleotide-binding protein G, subunit alpha-11 (GNA11) (~40%) in

CMs. Q209 and R183 mutations of these heterotrimeric G protein alpha subunits of the Gq class can lead to the activation

of multiple downstream pathways involved in proliferation and cell growth . Unfortunately, these mutations cannot

discriminate nevi from melanoma considering that they are also present in choroidal nevi  and neither have they been

shown to be of significant prognostic value. Worse prognosis and high risk of metastasis are instead associated with the

loss of chromosome 3 (monosomy of chromosome 3), in particular, when associated with polysomy 8q . The gain of

chromosome 6p (6p gain) is usually associated with a better prognosis, while the loss of chromosome 6q is usually found

in tumors that metastasize . V-Raf Murine Sarcoma Viral Oncogene Homolog B (BRAF) mutations, usually observed in
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cutaneous melanomas, are very rare in CMs . Kit mutations are also rare . BRCA1 associated protein-1 (BAP1) is a

gene located on chromosome 3 that encodes for a ubiquitin carobxy-terminal hydrolase involved in chromatin remodeling

and cell cycle control . Inactivating mutations of this gene, affecting the catalytic domain of the enzyme or

frameshift/non-sense mutations resulting in a non-functional protein, have been found in about 80% of metastasizing

choroidal melanomas . According to the literature , the loss of BAP1 promotes metastasis of CM because it is also

involved in transendothelial migration of neoplastic cells. Koopmans et al.  found that BAP1 mutation status was

strongly associated with BAP1 protein immunohistochemical expression; accordingly, the absence of nuclear

immunohistochemical expression of BAP1 represents an easily identifiable surrogate for the presence of BAP1 mutations.

Mutations of codon 625 of Splicing Factor 3b Subunit 1 (SF3B1) on chromosome 2 are reported in some CMs. The

encoded protein is a splice factor and is also associated with chromatin remodeling . This mutation usually gives an

intermediate risk of developing metastasis . A translation initiation factor encoded by Eukaryotic Translation Initiation

Factor 1A X-Linked (EIF1AX), located at Xp22.1, is also frequently mutated in rarely metastasizing choroidal

melanomas . These secondary driver mutations that occur in BAP1, SF3B1, or EIF1AX are generally mutually

exclusive.

The risk of CM metastasis could be predicted by gene expression profiling (GEP) of 15 genes  (Table 1). GEP

differentiates class 1 and class 2 tumors, the first class was likely to undergo metastasis, whereas the second class has a

greater rate of metastasis and disease-related mortality. GEP class 1 tumors mainly contain tumors with disomy 3, the

gain of chromosome 6p, and EIF1AX or SF3B1 mutations, where monosomy 3 tumors, deletions of chromosome 8p with

BAP1 mutations are mainly classified as GEP class 2 tumors. Considering cell differentiation, class 1 tumors are well-

differentiated with low Ki-67 antibody positivity, class 2 tumors are composed of ectodermal stem-cell-like cells with high

Ki-67 antibody positivity . The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) recently performed a study on 80 CMs and identified four

subsets: two associated with poor-prognosis monosomy 3 and two with better prognosis disomy 3 .

Table 1. Genes included in the 15-gene expression profile.

Gene Symbol Gene Name

UpRegulated in Class 2 Uveal Melanomas

CDH1 E-cadherin

ECM1 Extracellular matrix protein 1

HTR2B 5-Hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) receptor 2B

RAB31 RAB31 member of the RAS oncogene family

DownRegulated in Class 2 Uveal Melanomas

EIF1B Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1B

FXR1 Fragile X mental retardation, autosomal homolog 1

ID2 Inhibitor of DNA binding 2

LMCD1 LIM and cysteine-rich domains 1

LTA4H Leukotriene A4 hydrolase

MTUS1 Microtubule-associated tumor suppressor 1

ROBO1 Roundabout, axon guidance receptor, 1

SATB1 SATB homeobox 1

Control Genes

MRPS21 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein S21

RBM23 RNA-binding motif protein 23

SAP130 Sin3A-associated protein, 130 kDa

Although advantages have been made in the knowledge of the molecular status of CM, no strongly validated therapeutical

options have been introduced and the therapeutic “landscape” of metastatic CM, in particular, still remains largely

unknown. The relatively recent introduction of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) has represented a turning point in the

treatment of metastatic cutaneous melanoma. However, metastatic CM is extremely resistant to ICIs . The mechanisms
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by which CM cells develop resistance to ICIs are still largely unknown. It is believed that one of these potential

mechanisms would be the induction of an immune-suppressive CM microenvironment through the upregulation of

immunosuppressive molecules and downregulation of activated T cells. Terai et al.  demonstrated that one of the

mechanisms leading to poor T cell immune reaction in CM hepatic metastases is tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase (TDO)-

mediated tryptophan (TRP) catabolism, since the liver is rich in TDO. TRP is essential for T cell and NK cell functions and

it has been shown that its catabolites act as suppressor molecules for T cell and NK cell proliferation . Terai et al.

found a high expression of TDO protein in both CM liver metastasis tissue and metastatic CM cell lines; interestingly, TDO

was diffusely expressed by both normal hepatocytes and neoplastic cells, suggesting a strong role for TDO in the

development of ICI resistance.

6. Prognostic Factors

The pathology report must classically contain some useful information to guide the oncologist on the patient’s outcome.

The exact location of the tumor must be indicated considering that melanomas confined to the choroid tend to have a

more favorable prognosis than melanomas extending into the ciliary body . The possible evidence of extraocular

extension with particular attention to infiltration of the sclera along emissary vessels and nerves. In order to identify this

kind of infiltration serial sections may be required. It is also advisable to measure the diameter of the extraocular

extension with an ocular micrometer because the microscopic extraocular extension has no negative prognostic

impact . Further classical morphologic features with an impact on patient outcomes, such as cell type, specific growth

pattern (diffuse CMs tend to be associated with a less favorable prognosis ), greatest thickness and largest basal

diameter of the tumor (on which the 8  edition of Tumor, node, metastasis-TNM-staging depends ) and proliferative

activity, both as a mitotic index (number of mitoses/mm ) and Ki67 proliferation rate , must be reported by the

pathologist. In recent years the evidence of inflammatory anti-tumor response has become increasingly important, hence

pathology reports should also contain the potential presence of prominent tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (>100

lymphocytes per 20 (40×) high power fields) and tumor-associated macrophages, that seem to be associated with an

increased likelihood of metastasis  [13]. The pathologic finding of closed loops of PAS-positive material encircling

packets of tumor cells or at least three back-to-back loops has a strong independent association with tumor-related

mortality. These loops stain for laminin and fibronectin and have been shown to conduct plasma cells and red blood cells

and are formed by highly invasive tumor cells through a process known as vasculogenic mimicry . In addition to the

abovementioned prognostic factors, our group recently reported some new immunohistochemical markers with prognostic

value in predicting the risk of distant metastases . CM pathologic prognostic factors are summarized in

Table 2.

Table 2. Main histologic findings with prognostic value in choroidal melanoma.

Pathologic Prognostic Factors of Choroidal Melanoma

Cell type (epithelioid, spindle, mixed cell type)

Tumor location

TNM staging (T-stage based on largest tumor basal diameter and thickness)

Extraocular invasion

Mitotic index

Ki67 proliferation rate

Intratumoral inflammatory infiltrates (tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes and tumor-associated macrophages)

PAS-positive peritumoral loops

7. Conclusions

The genetic landscape of CM is increasingly being studied and numerous points have been clarified for a better

understanding of the main molecular traits of this rare neoplasm. The results obtained made it possible only to

prognostically sub-stratify CM patients, distinguishing patients with more favorable prognosis, characterized by longer

overall survival and slower metastatic progression, and patients with more biologically aggressive CM forms; however,

they did not identify validated target genes and mutations for a potential therapeutic response; in this regard, it must be
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emphasized that CM prognosis remains poor, as the therapeutic options available to these patients are still few. Finally,

the most relevant efforts of the scientific community are being focused on the identification of novel molecular targets,

potentially useful as a predictor of therapeutic response in CM.
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